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lNTRODUCfION AND SUMMARY

Two distinctly different major customer groups, commercial customers and
individual consumers, rule the Japanese marketplace. Whether you are selling electronic
sub-components, hotel rooms, commemorative gifts, or office furnishings, it is the
commercial customer, procuring a tangible product from a manufacturer or an intangible
product from a service provider, who is the king, some even say god, of all. In fact, in the
manufacturing sector, these close relationships and highly sensitive between-company
exchanges have served as the genesis of the Japan's popular, and imitated, total quality
management, just-in-tirne, and zero-defect movements.
However, some experts allege that in many instances individual consumers often
do not receive like treatment. Several assertions underlie this charge. First,. perhaps this
inattention is attributable to the fact that though there are various housewives'
associations, a well organized, powerful consumer movement, like the one that has
emerged in the U.S. over the last several decades, has not developed. Alternatively, it
may be that corporate expenditures exceed. the purchases of individual consumers.
Whatever the case, even among individual consumers, there is a relatively small number of
demanding (some retailers would probably say, cantankerous) customers who defy the
non·confrontational stereotypes that many in the West adhere to. Indeed, frequently as
exacting and demanding as their major commercial counterparts, these individual
consumers sometimes succeed in winning the same treatment as commercial customers.
Interestingly, if one were to pick up nearly any recent writing pertaining to the
Western service sector, be it practitioner or research oriented, invariably you would find
some, usually superficial, reference extolling the merits of the Japanese approach to
service management. Unfortunately, it appears that many of these observers base these
praises merely on their own experiences in restaurants, on airplanes, or at hotel reception
desks. Take for example, Albrecht (1988, p.1J), a popular author on service sector
management, who epitomizes this premise by citing a Time magazine article which was
based on, "a string of customer experiences by a Time senior editor who had just returned
from living in Japan. He (the editor) was shocked to see the contrast between the highly
deferential style of service in that culture and the indifferent--and often rude--service he
found in his native country."
Nearly all of these perfunctory references are so broad and so predictable that they
often elicit little more than a conciliatory shrug from those who have lived or worked in
Japan for any extended period. Indeed, inexperienced or uninfonned Westerners come to
believe that (hey (the Japanese service providers) are the ones who must really know what
they are doing. On the other hand, Japanese companies and management associations
offer numerous seminars and study tours to learn more about American service sector
management, implylng that they (the American service providers) are the ones who must
really know what they are doing.
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In the first section of this paper, we define the Japanese service sector and provide
a general overview of its importance, its sociological foundations, and the unique
challenges of managing in Japan. In a similar fashion, the second section looks at the
importance, sociological foundations, and managerial challenges in the American service
sector. The third section provides a detailed explanation of the customer-driven human
resource policies and practices found in the Japanese service sector. In this section, we
examine the degree to which the designs of the recruiting, orientation, human resource
development, perfonnance measurement, and reward systems of Japanese service sector
companies focus the workforce on meeting the needs of their customers.
In the final two sections, we offer some prescriptions, in the form of Lessons for
American service organizations and Lessons for Japanese service organizations. In short,
we conclude that the praiseworthy service delivered by Japanese companies is no accident.
Accordingly, it is apparent that companies in the American service sector must
give more careful thought to developing a long-term, holistic approach to human resource
development. Moreover, focusing on and building organizational loyalty, competence,
and unity should improve the operations, profits, and long~term viability of American
service providers.
As for the Japanese service providers, it appears that they, and their employees,
could benefit immensely from an unleashing of the creative abilities and spirit of their
talented employees. First, tbe organization must empower front line employees and
encourage them to take some initiave. Then, rewards and recognition need to follow
efforts and results. in addition, Japanese service companies must adopt more of a
measurement mentality. as their brethren in the Japanese manufacturing sector have done
for their production and distribution processes, even though the manufacturers, too, have
tended to be averse to measuring employee productivity. In addition, Japanese service
providers can also look to their colleagues in the West who have realized some success in
(I) examining service processes, (2) setting service standards, and (3) linking perfonnance
outcomes with rewards.
THE AMERICAN SERVICE SECTOR

Fiscal Importance
Over the past two decades, the importance of manufacturing, when measured as a
percentage of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)--which is GNP less overseas income, has
been declining in the United States. Indeed, this has also been the case in most advanced
nations. For example, in 1970 manufacturing alone represented 26% ofGDP in the
United States and by 1991 it had declined to 21% (Bank of Japan, 1992). Furthermore,
by 1990 only about one of every six American workers was employed in the
manufacturing sector (I.L.D., 1991).
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Daiei's staff personnel work in the sales function twice a year so that they never stray too
far from their customers.

Job Rotation
As is the case in the Japanese manufacturing sector, companies in the service
sector, too, use job rotation. Invariably, it serves as a key component in the Japanese
approach to human resource development. Typically, each new employee will move
through two to three altogether different functions in the early stages of their career. The
duration of each assignment ranges from 3 months to three years. Even those who
successfully move up to executive positions find themselves spiraling or zig-zagging
across various functions as they move to the higher echelons in the organization.
Not only do people move in and out of functions, Japanese service companies also
routinely circulate their employees between headquarters and branches, and from branch
to branch, to foster uniformity, communication., and personal development. On the other
hand, it is generally safe to say that American companies often limit these opportunities to
the best and brightest. Alternatively, it appears that Japanese firms make more
widespread, and better, use of the job rotation concept.

SenpailKolJai Developmental Relationship
Maybe the least well understood, and under-rated, strength of the Japanese
management system is the so-called senpailkohai relationship. Although there are some
who go so far as to argue that this phenomenon is the cornerstone of Japanese
management (Suzuki and Skaperdas, 1985), it has received little systematic study.
AJthough this translation is not perfect, the senpailkohai relationship is more than a so
called professional mentor. Instead, other than the fact that endures for life rather than a
few years, it is somewhat similar to the big brother or big sister system that one might find
in a fraternity or sorority at many American universities.
Essentially, Suzuki and Skaperdas (1985) suggest that the Japanese company is
not one pyramid made up of tens of thousands of employees who are loyal to a company
president or to the company itself Rather, they argue that the company consists of
thousands of four- to ten-person senpai centered, miniature pyramids which, when viewed
from afar, blend to give the appearance of a single organizational structure.
Unlike the notion of an executive mentor, which has gained a fair amount of
attention over the last decade in America, the senpai is usually only several years senior to
the kohai. Sometimes, the two employees live in the same company dormitory and
commute to work together. When this is the case, the intensity and depth of the
senpailkohai relationship deepens.
The senpai, who is usually a member of the same work group (in a high school or
college setting--the same team, association, or club), in conjunction with the employee's
manager, is responsible for protecting and shaping the new entrant. In return, the kohai is
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Exlernal Training and Development Program~
For the most part, it is the employer, or another member of the same keiretsu
(collection of inter-linked companies), that conducts most of its own training programs.
However, the Japan Management Association and the Japan Productivity Center conduct
relatively new courses that focus on service management and organize study tours abroad
to see how service is being rendered elsewhere. The goal of these activities is to enlighten
and educate middle managers and executives, who in tum are to impart this wisdom
throughout their orgartization.
Companies also call upon industry or process experts for training purposes. For
example, the phone operators at one of the companies we studied attend customer service
courses at NIT, the Japanese telephone and teleconununications company.

Employee Ttwm.f
Somewhat interestingly, many Japanese firms in the service sector appear to have
abandoned their fonnal Quality Circle programs. However, various cross-functional
employee groups are often still being utilized to solve problems and facilitate
conununication.
At the Imperial Hotel, for example, once a week over 100 employees representing
each of the Hotel's six functions meet for an hour to address those issues that are affecting
customer service. Similarly, twice a month, all the employees, both full and part time, at
each of Morinaga Love's restaurants meet to review the quality of their operations.
Skylark's employees meet at their respective stores once a month for four hours. At
Nippon Express the employees of each branch meet every moming to review the branch's
perfonnance for the preceding day.

Customer Feetfhack Groups
Increasingly, companies in the Japanese service sector are relying on impartial,
external overseers to monitor their customer service proficiency. Usually, these evaluators
pose as customers to critically evaluate company's employees and procedures. For
example, Japan Air Lines implemented a program in the Spring of 1993. This effort
focuses on JAL's strategic and most competitive international routes. In exchange for a
round-trip, first-class ticket, 1,000 monitors are to provide JAL with extensive feedback
on the quality of its customer service.
Company employees also police themselves. For instance, in every Seibu
Department Store, there is an individual responsible for roaming the sales floors to insure
that customers are being treated properly. Reports issued by these individuals sometimes
serve as case studies during the pre-employment and orientation stages. Likewise, the
Sumitomo Bank is initiating a project where a group of employees will visit each of its
branches to check on the quality of customer service being rendered. Using video
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In the Japanese service sector, an employee or employee group that provides poor
customer service will usually extend a written. telephone, or face-to-face apology.
Managers or even chief executives may also communicate their regret. They do so on
behalf of both the company and the employee at fault. lfthe situation warrants, these
apologies occur in public. In one, admittedly extreme, example after a customer in a
family restaurant detected a problem with his noodles, "... he demanded to see the person
in charge. Mr. A. (the Assistant Manager) was forced to formally apologize by kneeling
and bowing his head to the floor in front of the restaurant full of customers." (National
Defense Counsel for the Victims ofKaroshi, 1990, p.33.)
Seldom is the responsibility for, or the responsibility to rectify, a service failure
borne by a single person. In many cases, the employee's work group participates in
diagnosing and determining a remedy for severe service related problems that necessitate
disciplinary action.

Performance Measurement
It appears that, provisions for collecting and evaluating customer feedback do not
seem to be as systematic or sophisticated in the Japanese service sector as they are in the
American service sector. Some might argue that among the Japanese in the Japanese
society spoken or wrinen words are not necessary to gauge the level of customer
satisfaction. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why Japanese companies compile and track
voluminous amounts of operational and financial performance data (such as sales,
expenses, volumes, and market share) while relying on personal contacts and relationships
to monitor customer satisfaction and complaints.

One notable exception is Morinaga Love's system for the measuring and tracking
of customer satisfaction levels on a monthly basis. Another tracking system at a high
volume service provider in this sample also closely tracks customer satisfaction levels via
regular customer surveys. At present, this company is in the ro.idst of a campaign to win
over the 1COlo of its customers who say the service they receive is inadequate. Ricoh
focuses on and studies those customers who do make repurchases to pinpoint whether the
source of dissatisfaction is the company's people or products.
Like its highly regarded American colleague Embassy Suites, one Japanese hotel
company has recently begun to track customer satisfaction in a more timely fashion. For
example, they, too, conduct daily guest surveys to gather near instantaneous feedback. In
addition, at check-out, employees systematically query every customer about the quality of
the service they received. This seems to be more effective than the traditional post card
system which, for example, generates a 1% response rate for one Japanese hotel company
in the sample.
One of the "city" banks employs another interesting twist. This company conducts
its own simulated customer survey by calling its own employees to gauge employee
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